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5 Phases Theory -  Emotion & Human Body 
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The 5 Elements & Human Body Correspondences 
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According to a Chinese saying, ‘tranquillity leads to longevity while impetuosity leads to premature 

death’. One possible interpretation: the ability to regulate one’s emotions, feelings & desires will 

promote healthy functioning of the body organs. Our emotions are interlinked & interrelated to 

and with our body as depicted in the 5 Phases Theory. 
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The 5 Phases/Elements theory can be used to describe the emotions – body interrelating 

patterns by interpreting the correspondences/associations of emotions and body parts with the 5 

elements.  The creative and controlling cycles of the 5 elements provide a way to describe the 

functioning tendencies of an energetic body system and the human emotions. 

 

As shown on the 5 Phases Theory diagram (above),   Anger is associated with Wood, Joy is 

associated Fire,  Sympathy is associated with Earth, Grief is associated with Metal, Fear is 

associated with Water.  Our body parts association with the elements are shown on the table 

above. 

 

Examining my emotions, I was involved in a car accident (years ago) and my immediate felt emotion 

was anger, angry that the front car stopped suddenly. On closer examination now, fear was 

triggered before anger as I was frightened from the shake of the sudden impact of the cars. Anger 

soon dissipated to be replaced with relief/joy upon discovering that no major damages to cars and 

drivers. Later that evening, I did feel sorry/sympathetic towards the other driver as her car was in 

worst shape than mine. I called her up (self-pity too!) to check if she was OK. It took me couple of 

days to get over the incident.  This grieving period completes the cycle of emotions as reflected by 

the creative cycle of the 5 elements i.e.  fear triggers anger, anger turns into joy, joy becomes 

sympathy, sympathy gives way to grief. 

 

What were my body reactions and manifestations? 

Looking back to the incident and with reference to the 5 Elements table,  the fright from the car 

impact most likely affected the ‘normal’ functioning of my kidney system as I felt momentarily numb, 

unable to move from my car seat.  My Kidney (Water) not nourishing Liver (Wood) hence the 

numb or weak knees.  The disruption or break in the Creative cycle of Water nourishing Wood 

also describes the disharmony in movement of Ki/energy in the body when the Controlling cycle of 

the Spleen (Earth) of Water is in disharmony. The Earth’s control of Water is not regulated 

hence Kidney(Water) is weak and unable to nourish Liver(Wood). The joy & relief of Heart(Fire) 

energy (my body is OK!)  moved/supplied the Spleen(Earth) energy which then regulated/ 

controlled Water, re-balancing the movement of Ki in the body and restoring movement back to my 

knee.  

 

Similar to the excessive fright/fear triggers, excessive or prolonged anger can affect the Liver 

system, over generation of anger (Ki channelled into anger) creating imbalances and deficiency in 

the regulated Liver system (the Anger & Liver organ correspondences). Disharmony within the 

Control cycle of Lungs(Metal) – Liver(Wood) can show symptoms of chest congestion, pain. (ref. 

Web that has no Weaver).  As our body organs are interconnected, other manifestations and signs 

may also appear in other body parts or organs e.g. as indicated in the 5 Elements table for Wood,  

tears may secrete from our eyes,  anger tensed up muscles, nails can also be affected.  

 

As with excessive emotion, the lack of emotion e.g. lacking of joy in one’s daily existence can also 

affect the condition of our body parts. Blood vessels can be affected giving a dull complexion and 

excessive sweating.  

Maintaining a tranquil mind and emotions preserve one’s health! 


